
Online interactive
whiteboards 

4 useful examples
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Contents
Choose the whiteboard app you would
like to know more about and enjoy
reading!

You will find a selection of the
characteristics explained in their
respective webs.



Miro



Characteristics  

Brainstorming
May be
difficult
to use

Student (free): 10 team members, 2 years,
unlimited boards, 1 workspace, unlimited projects,
unlimited external visitors, ready-made and
custom templates, core integrations

Large groups

May be
difficult
to
navigate
in

Educator (free): all students features, plus 100
team members, free forever, teachers training
webinar, educator's forum

Small groups
A lot of
features

Institution (custom pricing): all students and
educators features, plus starting at 50% off the
regular price, org-wide account with SSO,
advanced administration and user management,
unlimited workspaces, all integrations, dedicated
Customer Success Manage

Miro is a fast, free, and
simple-to-use online
whiteboard built to help
you collaborate with
others any time, anywhere.
Create resources, lead a class, and give
assignments.



Limnu



Characteristics  

Realistic markers
and drawing
tools

Leading mode

Free: 14 day access to whiteboards,
unlimited collaborators, collaborative
or solo draw whiteboards, limited
admin & security controls, 30 minutes
video conference call time

Drop-in content
Small group
collaborations

Pro (5$/month): unlimited boards,
unlimited collaborators, private &
collaborative board options, unlimited
video conference calling time

Video
conferencing

Collaborative or
solo draw modes

Team (8$/month and team member):
unlimited boards & collaborators, team
or private boards, team Security
controls, unlimited video conference
calling time

Navigational pins
Easy to join
whiteboards

Explain concepts and
collaborate on problems
with Limnu's easy to use
real-time whiteboards and
video conferencing.
Collaborate with students in real-time. 



Explain everything



Create engaging lessons,
assign activities and tasks.
Record instructions and
give interactive
presentations.
Draw, present, animate, create videos
and collaborate. Explain Everything is a
feature-rich powerhouse that works on
virtually any device and is so easy a
child could use it.

Characteristics  

Record video
lessons

Animations

Free: all whiteboarding and recording tools,
record videos for up to 3 minutes long, 500 MB
cloud storage, create up to 3 projects with a
single infinite slide, 1 on 1 collaboration for up
to 15 minutes.

Share learning
materials

Images and
photos

Solo teacher (34.99€/year): unlimited projects
with unlimited slides, unrestricted video length,
5 GB cloud storage, email support, 1 on 1
collaboration for up to 15 minutes

Ccontent
repository

Colour
control

Class (129,99€/year): LMS Integrations, up to 8
people with no time limits, 10 GB pooled cloud
storage, secure in-class sharing...

Real-time
collab

Available in
phones and
Chromebooks

School (custom pricing): all previous features
and much more!



Whiteboard.fi



Whiteboard.fi is a simple
tool that can be used
instantly. Create a class
and let your students join,
using a link, room code or
QR code.
Engage your whole class, include every
student and let everybody answer.

Characteristics  

Instant access,
no registration
needed

Live overview
Free: temporary rooms without
registration

Device
independent

Save in PDF

Basic (4,99$/month): teacher
account, assignments: assign, receive
and review submissions, invite co-
teachers: shared collaboration
session, upload PDFs: easily insert
PDF pages as background and
annotate the pages, no Ads

Privacy and
access control

Assignments

Premium (12,00$/month): Teacher
account, assignments, invite co-
teachers, upload PDFs, no Ads,
permanent room URL, library,
feedback, join student session, clever
integration
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